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Abstract. The acceptance of analytical methods for discrimination dis-
covery by practitioners and legal scholars can be only achieved if the data
mining and machine learning communities will be able to provide case
studies, methodological re�nements, and the consolidation of a KDD
process. We summarize here an approach along these directions.

1 The Way Ahead

Data mining and machine learning approaches to social discrimination discov-
ery from historical decision records have recently gained momentum � see the
surveys [1, 6, 8]. Most of the proposals are restricted to investigations of novel
algorithms and models. In our opinion, the �eld still need major advancements
towards: �rst, experimentation with real data; second, methodological re�ne-
ments in compliance with legal rules and ethical principles; and third, the con-
solidation of a KDD process of discrimination discovery. Solving these issues is
essential for the acceptance of discrimination discovery methods based on data
mining and machine learning by practitioners and legal scholars. In the paper [7]
we contributed in all those aspects by presenting: a case study on a real dataset
about gender discrimination in scienti�c research proposals; an instantiation of
the methodological approach of [4] based on the legal methodology of situa-
tion testing; a generalization of the case study to a KDD process in support of
discrimination discovery. This is a summary of the last contribution.

2 Not Only an Algorithm: An Analytical Process

Since personal data in decision records are highly dimensional, i.e., characterized
by many multi-valued variables, a huge number of possible contexts may, or may
not, be the theater for discrimination. In order to extract, select, and rank those
that represent actual discriminatory behaviors, an anti-discrimination analyst
should apply appropriate tools for pre-processing data, extracting prospective
discrimination contexts, exploring in details the data related to the context, and
validating them both statistically and from a legal perspective. Discrimination
discovery consists then of an iterative and interactive process. Iterative because,
at certain stages, the user should have the possibility of choosing di�erent algo-
rithms, parameters, and evaluation measures or to iteratively repeat some steps



Fig. 1: The KDD process of situation testing for discrimination discovery.

to unveil meaningful discrimination patterns. Interactive because several stages
need the support of a domain expert in making decisions or in analysing the
results of a previous step. We propose in [7] to adopt the process reported in
Figure 1, which is specialized in the use of the situation testing for extracting
contexts of possible discrimination. The process has been abstracted from the
case study presented in the paper regarding gender discrimination in a dataset
of scienti�c research proposals, and it consists of four major steps.

Data Understanding and Preparation. We assume a collection of data sources
storing historical decisions records in any format, including relational, XML,
text, spreadsheets or any combination of them. Standard data pre-processing
techniques (selection, cleansing, transformation, outlier detection) can be adopted
to reach a pre-processed dataset consisting of an input relation as the basis for
the discrimination analysis. The grain of tuples in the relation is that of an in-
dividual (an applicant to a loan, to a position, to a bene�t). Three groups of
attributes are assumed to be part of the relation:
protected group attributes: one or more attributes that identify the membership

of an individual to a protected group. Attributes such as sex, age, marital
status, language, disability, and membership to political parties or unions
are typically recorded in application forms, curricula, or registry databases.
Attributes such as race, skin color, and religion may be not available, and
must be collected, e.g., by surveying the involved people;

decision attribute: an attribute storing the decision for each individual. Decision
values can be nominal, e.g., granting or denying a bene�t, or continuous,
e.g., the interest rate of a loan or the wage of a worker;

control attributes: one or more attributes on control factors that may be (legally)
plausible reasons that may a�ect the actual decision. Examples include the �-
nancial capability to repay a loan, or the productivity of an applicant worker.

Risk Di�erence Analysis. Randomized experiments are the gold-standard for in-
ferring causal in�uences in a process. However, randomized experiments are not
possible or not cost-e�ective in discrimination analysis. An example of quasi-



experimental approaches is situation testing [2], which uses pairs of testers who
have been matched to be similar on all characteristics that may in�uence the
outcome except race, gender, or other grounds of possible discrimination. In a
legal setting, the tester pairs are then sent into one or more situations in which
discrimination is suspected. In observational studies, [4] proposes to simulate the
approach by contrasting the decisions of the tuple neighbors. For each tuple of
the input relation denoting an individual of the protected group, the additional
attribute diff is calculated as the risk di�erence between the decisions of its
k nearest-neighbors of the protected group and the decisions for its k nearest-
neighbors of the unprotected group (see Figure 2). Risk di�erence is a measure
of the degree of discrimination su�ered by an individual. We call the output of
the algorithm the risk di�erence relation. The value k is a parameter of the algo-
rithm. A study of the distribution of diff for a few values of k is required. This
means iterating the calculation of the diff attribute. Exploratory analysis of diff
distributions may also be conducted to evaluate risk di�erences at the variation
of: the protected group under consideration, e.g., discrimination against women
or against youngsters; the compound e�ects of multiple discrimination grounds,
e.g., discrimination against young women vs discrimination against women or
youngsters in isolation; the presence of favoritism towards individuals of a dom-
inant group, e.g., nepotism.

Fig. 2: Example of risk di�erence diff (r)
for k = 4. Women are the protected group,
knnsetwomen(r) (resp., knnsetmen(r)) is the
set of female (resp., male) k-nearest neigh-
bors of r. Red labels denote bene�t denied,
green labels denote bene�t granted.

Discrimination Model Extraction. By
�xing a threshold value t, an individual
r of the protected group is then labeled

as discriminated or not on the basis of
the condition diff (r) ≥ t. We introduce
a new boolean attribute disc and set it
to true for a tuple r meeting the con-
dition above, and to false otherwise. A
global description of who has been dis-
criminated can now be extracted by re-
sorting to a standard classi�cation prob-
lem on the dataset of individuals of the
protected group, where the class attribute
is the newly introduced disc attribute. Accuracy of the classi�er is evaluated with
objective interestingness measures, e.g., precision and recall over the disc = true
class value. The choice of the value t should then be supported by laws or regu-
lators.For instance, the four-�fths rule by the US states that a job selection rate
lower than 80% represents a prima facie evidence of adverse impact. Since the
intended use of the extracted classi�er is descriptive, classi�cation models that
are easily interpretable by (legal) experts and whose size is small should be pre-
ferred. In other words, one should trade accuracy for simplicity. Classi�cation
rules and decision trees are natural choices in this sense, since rules and tree
paths can easily be interpreted and ranked. The extracted classi�cation models
provide a global description of the disc class values. They are stored in a knowl-
edge base, for comparison purposes and for the �ltering of speci�c contexts of
discrimination � as described next.



Rule Reasoning and Validation. The actual discovery of discriminatory situ-
ations and practices may reveal itself as an extremely di�cult task. Due to time
and cost constraints, an anti-discrimination analyst needs to put under investi-
gation a limited number of contexts of possible discrimination. In this sense, only
a small portion of the classi�cation models can be analysed in detail, say the
top rules or the top paths of a decision tree [5]. We concentrate on rules of the
form: (cond_1) and ... and (cond_n) => disc=yes [prec] [rec] [diff], where
(cond_1) and ... and (cond_n) is obtained from a classi�cation model. Rules
are ranked on the basis of one or more interestingness measures, including: pre-
cision [prec], recall [rec], average value of diff [diff]. Statistical validation is
accounted for by relying on logistic regression, which is a well-known tool in the
legal and economic research communities. Earlier studies on discrimination dis-
covery, instead, relied upon simple association or correlation measures. Recently,
the discrimination-aware data mining community has recognized the importance
of causal analysis [3, 9].

3 Conclusion

The lesson learned by developing the case study in [7] is above all that discrim-
ination discovery needs a structured process around an algorithmic approach,
and a solid compliance with legal rules and ethical principles. Not only this will
provide guidance to data scientists and decision makers, but it is the only way we
may hope to get acceptance of data mining and machine learning methods by the
users of such methods: legal communities, civil rights and digital rights societies,
regulation authorities, (inter)national agencies, and professional associations.
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